ELDERCARE SOLUTION OVERVIEW

SAFETY. SECURITY. DIGNITY.

Technology that Enhances Resident Care
Radianse is a leading provider of real-time Internet of Things (IoT) technology for the intelligent edge. Our patented
cloud-based software, skyView, unites with our advanced electronic monitoring technology to help support a secure
environment. With Radianse eldercare technology, residents can move freely throughout their senior living facilities.
Radianse monitoring solutions are actively relied upon by leading healthcare facilities across the United States. The U.S.
Census Bureau’s 2017 National Population Projections expects that by 2035 there will be 78 million people 65 years
or older. Radianse works with senior living and care facilities to support secure environments, reduce the burden of
mundane tasks on staff, improve the residential environment, and maintain the dignity of all residents.

TECHNOLOGY FOR QUALITY CARE

Senior care facilities have distinctive needs and require continual development. The process of aging and its symptoms
impact residents differently. Doctors, nurses and other staff are focused on providing the best care and quality of life
for all those in the facility. The Radianse eldercare solution provides residents with freedom and mobility based on their
individual needs.
✔✔ Real-time precise location information for individual residents, visitors or even equipment.
✔✔ Room-level accuracy to establish individual resident zones based on differing needs.
✔✔ Safety and distress notification allows residents or nurses to request help in an emergent situation.

www.radianse.com

INNOVATION FOR HEALTH

Radianse has a global patent portfolio with over 38 patents across the United States, Canada, Japan, Europe,
Australia, and Hong Kong . There is no end in sight to the innovation engine at Radianse.

ZONING WITHOUT COMPLICATION
Every senior living facility has a unique environment requiring different levels of care. The safety and security of the
residents is the primary focus for all. The right balance of mobility and security ensures residents have dignity and
quality of life.
✔✔ Our technology is designed to work seamlessly along side healthcare networks or systems ensuring no
interference.
✔✔ skyView Management dashboard brings real-time location and reporting to your computer or mobile device.
✔✔ Customizable tags also provide proactive maintenance information.
✔✔ Alert settings determine when and how the staff is notified about the information that matters to them.
✔✔ Artificial intelligence and machine learning ensures your solution will grow with your community.

WONDERING AND ELOPEMENT MONITORING
A majority of people with Alzheimer’s disease, dementia and other related memory disorders will wander and are at
risk for elopement. Radianse’s system promotes freedom and mobility while maintaining resident dignity and safety.
Our wearable device is waterproof, sleek and discreet to blend in with other consumer wearable technology.
✔✔ Resembles a wearable fitness device with long-term battery life and discrete monitoring.
✔✔ Designed with a hidden in plain sight methodology to ensure resident comfort.
✔✔ Managed with skyView cloud-based software for staff to create individual patient alerts and view precise
location on a visual map in real time.
✔✔ Ability to view all the resident’s historical location, any nurse engagement or even class attendance with a few
clicks.
Radianse is a proven leader in the Internet of Medical Things (IoMT) with some of the world’s largest hospitals as
customers. Our customers have recorded paybacks on our systems in as little as three months, with a majority
reporting a return on their investment in nine months.
Learn how Radianse technology can help your facility improve its efficiency and strengthen safety while maintaining
the dignity of residents.

RADIANSE: THE COMPANY YOU TRUST
Radianse is a leading provider of real-time Internet of Things (IoT) devices and systems for the intelligent edge. Our cloudbased software and patented application of AI enable on-demand business intelligence for organizations worldwide. Radianse
helps organizations remove the physical boundaries of connectivity and pushes intelligence further to the edge. If it emits a
signal, Radianse enables you to manage it.

To explore how we can help your organization, contact a Radianse sales executive
at 877-681-1699 or visit Radianse online at www.radianse.com
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